Dear Applicant,
Thank you for taking the time to consider applying for the Post of Head teacher at Stocksfield Avenue
Primary School. We are proud that the school is one of the Smart family of schools. The vacancy has
come about due to the retirement of the current Headteacher who is leaving after a long, successful
career as the school’s leader.
Our Trust was born in 2016 when the pre-existing Newcastle North-West Learning Trust became a multiacademy trust. Our schools serve the West of Newcastle and the majority of our pupils feed into Kenton
secondary Academy (not part of Smart).
Recently the Trust central leadership has changed with myself as CEO coming on board and a new
Director of Business and Finance, Alison Robinson. The strength of our trust is in our schools – all of which
have recently been inspected and all are Good. We have one school identified as ‘improving possibly
outstanding’ and one that moved from Requires Improvement to Good. Our Head teachers are proud of
the individuality of their schools but also greatly appreciate the collegiate support and wealth of
experience available across the MAT. We are friendly and welcoming and care about all of our staff,
pupils, and families. Our ethical approach is grounded by trust in one another that we ‘do the right thing’.

Smart Multi-Academy Trust – our Vision & Values
Our values are the principles to which we work and are central to all that we do as a Trust
and in the life of our schools.
• It is important that each of our schools retain their own unique character reflective of
their community, however all of us share our vision and values.
• We are committed to following an ethical approach based on trust, empathy and
respect in which everyone is included and supported to be the best they can be.
• At Smart we provide a high quality, bespoke education full of the best opportunities
and experiences to help every child learn, be happy and ultimately successful in life.

We are committed to supporting our diverse communities which do contain some of the most
disadvantaged in the city. Stocksfield Avenue Primary in particular is a school which is at the heart of its
community and is a much loved and respected school by its staff, pupils, and parents. The school has
fabulous grounds which provide for a wealth of outdoor learning and forest school activities. The school
is proud to have held an eco, green flag award for over 10 years. Music and performing arts are seen as a
key part of the curriculum on offer at Stocksfield, with steel pans, choir and performing arts clubs an
important part of the school extra- curricular provision. Please look at the school’s website and read
their Facebook feed for further information to guide your application.
We welcome your interest and application for the post. If you would like to contact me for further
information, or to discuss your interest, please call the Smart MAT Central office on 0191 255 9351 and I
would be happy to ring you. Visits are encouraged and appointments for face to face or virtual tours can
be arranged please contact enquiries@smartacademies.net.

Colin Lofthouse
Chief Executive Officer, Smart Multi-Academy Trust

